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Abstract
We de4ne q quantum .nite automata (qQFAs) and q quantum regular grammars (qQRGs),
and verify that they are exactly equivalent to those measure-once quantum .nite automata
(MO-QFAs) in the literature. In particular, we de4ne q quantum pushdown automata (qQPDAs)
and QPDAs that are at least as powerful as those de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld, and es-
pecially we focus on demonstrating the equivalence between qQPDAs and QPDAs. Also, we
discuss some of the properties of languages accepted by qQPDAs; for example, every cut-point
language accepted by qQPDA is independent of the cut-point.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
As mathematical models of quantum computation, quantum 4nite automata
[1–4,8,10,11] and quantum sequential machines [7,12] have become an intriguing topic
in this 4eld [6, pp. 151–215], while quantum pushdown automata have also been sig-
ni4cantly considered by the authors [5,7,11]. According to the performed measurement
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times during a computation, quantum 4nite automata are usually divided into measure-
once quantum .nite automata (MO-QFAs) de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld [11] in
which the measurement is performed at the end of every computation, and measure-
many quantum .nite automata (MM-QFAs) de4ned by Kondacs and Watrous [10]
which are similar to the former except that after each transition, the measurement is
performed.
The equivalence between quantum grammars and quantum automata is an important
issue [11]. Nevertheless, it is not clear what constraints a quantum grammar needs
to meet to be unitary [11, p. 297, line 7]. Moore and Crutch4eld [11] established an
equivalent relationship between quantum regular grammars and generalized quantum
4nite automata (“generalized” means that the evolution does not have to be unitary).
However, the equivalence between quantum regular grammars and MO-QFAs is not
yet very clear. In this note, we de4ne q quantum .nite automata (qQFAs) and q
quantum regular grammars (qQRGs). Particularly, we verify that qQRGs and qQFAs
are equivalent to MO-QFAs de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld [11].
Quantum pushdown automata [5,7,11] were another important computation models
after QFAs. Actually, the authors [11] mainly dealt with generalized MO-QPDAs, in
which evolution does not have to be unitary. Notably, Golovkins [5] de4ned signi4-
cantly measure-many QPDAs (MM-QPDAs). However, the price paid is those quite
complicated well-formedness conditions to make the evolution operators unitary. In
Gudder’s de4nition [7], though the corresponding conditions are more succinct, the
evolution operators are only isometric. In this note, we focus on MO-QPDAs, and
de4ne q quantum pushdown automata (qQPDAs) and QPDAs that are at least as
powerful as MO-QPDAs de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld [11], and demonstrate the
equivalence between qQPDAs and QPDAs. In particular, qQPDAs satisfy unitarity and,
those well-formedness conditions are comparatively succinct in comparison with those
in [5]. Furthermore, we present a number of fundamental properties of the languages
accepted by qQPDAs.
This note is a continuation of [4,7,11]. The main technical contribution contains
two aspects: (i) We de4ne qQFAs that are equivalent to MO-QFAs in the literature
[4,11]; in particular, we de4ne q quantum regular grammars (qQRGs) and demon-
strate the equivalence between qQRGs and qQFAs and thus MO-QFAs (Theorem 2).
(ii) We de4ne q quantum pushdown automata (qQPDAs) and QPDAs that are at
least as powerful as those de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld [11], and with com-
paratively succinct well-formedness conditions compared with [5], and especially we
demonstrate the equivalence between qQPDAs and QPDAs (Theorem 5). Moreover,
we present some basic properties of the languages accepted by qQPDAs and thus
by QPDAs.
2. Equivalence between QFAs and QRGs
Denition 1. A q quantum .nite automaton (qQFA) is a 5-tuple A= 〈Q; S; ; ; Qf〉
where Q is a 4nite set of states, S = {(pi; ci) :pi∈Q; ci ∈C; i=1; : : : ; k} with
∑k
i=1
|ci|2=1, is called the set of initial symbols,  is an input alphabet, Qf ⊆Q is the set
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of 4nal states, and  :Q××Q→C is a transition function satisfying:
∑
p∈Q
(q; ; p)(q′; ; p)∗ =
{
1 if q = q′;
0 otherwise;
for any q; q′ ∈Q and any ∈, where ∗ denotes complex conjugation.
As in [11], the language accepted (recognized) by a qQFA A de4ned above is
de4ned as a function: for any w= 12 · · · n ∈∗ − {},
fA(w) =
∑
q∈Qf
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑(pi;ci)∈S ci
∑
q1 ;:::;qn−1∈Q
(pi; 1; q1)(q1; 2; q2) · · · (qn−1; n; q)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
;
(1)
where ∗ represents the set of all words over  and  denotes empty string, and
fA() =
∑
i∈Sf
|ci|2;
where Sf = {i : (pi; ci)∈ S; pi ∈Qf}.
Theorem 1. The class of languages ( functions) accepted by qQFAs is equal to that
accepted by MO-QFAs.
Proof. The proof is analogous to Theorem 5 in Section 3, and the procedure is much
simpler, so we omit the details here.
Inspired by qQFAs, we de4ne q quantum regular grammars (qQRGs) as follows.
Denition 2. A qQRG is a 4-tuple G= 〈V; T; V0; P〉, where V and T are 4nite sets
of variables and terminals, respectively, V0 = {(vi; ci) : vi ∈V; ci ∈C; i=1; : : : ; k} with∑k
i=1 |ci|2 = 1, P is a 4nite set of productions, in which every →  has a complex
amplitude c(→ ), and only those productions of the forms v→ v′ and v→  may
have nonzero amplitudes, where c(v→ )∈{0; 1}. Finally all these productions satisfy:
for any ∈T and any v; v′ ∈V ,
∑
u∈V
c(v → u)c(v′ → u)∗ =
{
1 if v = v′;
0 otherwise:
(2)
Let us now de4ne the language generated by the qQRG G= 〈V; T; V0; P〉 as de4ned
above. Suppose that w= 12 · · · m ∈T ∗, then the sequence
vi; 1v(1); 12v(2); : : : ; 12 · · · mv(m); 12 · · · m
is called a derivation of w, where vi is from V0 and, v( j) ( j=1; 2; : : : ; m) belong to V .
Owing to the last step by using the production v(m)→ , we call it a type v(m) deriva-
tion of w, and de4ne the amplitude as c(vi → 1v(1))c(v(1)→ 2v(2)) · · · c(v(m)→ ).
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Let cv(m) (w) denote the sum of amplitudes for all diOerent type v(m) derivations of w,
i.e.,
cv(m) (w) =
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
v(1) ;:::;v(m−1)∈V
c(vi → 1v(1))c(v(1) → 2v(2)) · · · c(v(m) → ): (3)
Moreover, for X ⊆V , de4ne a type (G; X ) language generated by qQRG G=
〈V; T; V0; P〉 as a function: for any w∈T ∗,
fG;X (w) =
∑
v∈X
|cv(w)|2: (4)
Remark 1. It is easy to see that if V0 consists of only one element, i.e., V0 = {(v; c)}
with |c|=1, then fG; X ()∈{0; 1}. In this case, qQRGs correspond to the regular quan-
tum grammars de4ned by Gudder in [8].
Theorem 2. A language is accepted by a qQFA if and only if it is a type (G; X )
language generated by some qQRG G.
Proof. Let A= 〈Q; S; ; ; Qf〉 be a qQFA with S = {(pi; ci) :pi ∈Q; ci ∈C; i=
1; : : : ; k}. Construct G= 〈V; T; V0; P〉 where V =Q, T =, V0 = S and c(v→ u)=
(v; ; u) for any ∈ and any v; u∈V ,
c(v → ) =
{
1 if v ∈ Qf;
0 otherwise:
Now take X =Qf, then for any w= 1 · · · m ∈∗,
fA(w) =
∑
q∈Qf
∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
q(i)∈Q;16i6m−1
(pi; 1; q(i))(q(1); 2; q(2)) · · · (q(m−1); m; q)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
q∈Qf
∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
q(i)∈Q;16i6m−1
c(pi→1q(1))c(q(1)→2q(2)) · · · c(q(m−1)→mq)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
∑
q∈Qf
|cq(w)|2 = fG;X (w):
It is easy to see that fA()=fG; X () holds as well.
Conversely, let G= 〈V; T; V0; P〉 be a qQRG with V0 = {(vi; ci) : vi ∈V; ci ∈C; i=
1; : : : ; k} and X ⊆V . Then construct a qQFA A= 〈Q; S; ; ; Qf〉 where Q=V , =T ,
S =V0, Qf =X , and  is de4ned as
(v; ; u) = c(v → u)
for any v; u∈Q and any ∈T . Now a similar proof as before will result in fG; X (w)
=fA(w) for any w∈T ∗, and therefore we complete the proof.
Corollary 3. A language is accepted by an MO-QFA if and only if it is a type (G; X )
language generated by some qQRG G.
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Proof. Straightforward from Theorems 1 and 2.
Remark 2. By the previous discussion we note that if the language f is required to
satisfy f()∈{0; 1}, then the initial symbols S in qQFAs and, V0 in qQRGs can be
constituted with only one element to retain that Theorems 1, 2, and Corollary 3 still
hold.
3. Equivalence between quantum pushdown automata
Denition 3. A q quantum pushdown automaton (qQPDA) is a 6-tuple A= 〈Q;; ;
; S; Qf〉 where:
(i) Q is a 4nite set of states;
(ii)  is an input alphabet;
(iii)  is a stack alphabet;
(iv) S = {(pi; i; ci) :pi ∈Q; i ∈∗; ci ∈C; i=1; : : : ; k} for some natural number k with∑k
i=1 |ci|2 = 1, is a particular set called the set of start symbols; (This is diOer-
ent from classical pushdown automata [9] in which only one initial state q0 ∈Q
and one initial stack symbol Z0 ∈ are required; here the initial symbol may be
viewed as a superposition of the tensor products of some states and strings of
stack symbols.)
(v) Qf ⊆Q is the set of 4nal states;
(vi)  is a mapping from Q×∗××Q×∗ to C satisfying: for any ∈ and any
(p1; 1); (p2; 2)∈Q×∗,
(I) (p1; 1; ; p2; 2) can be nonzero amplitude only if t1 = 2, 1 = t2 or 1 = 2
for some t ∈,
(II)
∑
q∈Q;∈∗ (p1; 1; ; q; )(p2; 2; ; q; )
∗=
{
1 if (p1; 1)= (p2; 2);
0 otherwise;
(III)
∑
p∈Q;∈∗ (p; ; ; p1; 1)(p; ; ; p2; 2)
∗=
{
1 if (p1; 1)= (p2; 2);
0 otherwise:
We de4ne the language accepted by qQPDA A as a function
fA(w) =
∑
qn∈Qf;n∈∗
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑(pi;i ;ci)∈S ci
∑
q1 ;:::;qn−1∈Q;1 ;:::;n−1∈∗
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1)
× (q1; 1; 2; q2; 2) · : : : · (qn−1; n−1; n; qn; n)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(5)
for any w= 1 · · · n ∈∗ − {}, and
fA() =
∑
i∈Sf
|ci|2;
where Sf = {i : (pi; i; ci)∈ S; pi ∈Qf}. Particularly, if Sf = ∅ then fA()= 0.
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By repeatedly utilizing De4nition 3(II), we can verify that for any qQPDA A with
input alphabet , then fA(w)∈ [0; 1] for any words w∈∗.
Remark 3. It is worth pointing out that Golovkins [5] de4ned MM-QPDAs, with
quite complicated well-formedness conditions to make the evolution operators unitary
[5, p. 339]. The relationship between qQPDAs and MM-QPDAs still remains open
here. In what follows, our concern focuses mainly on the relation to MO-QPDAs by
Moore and Crutch4eld [11]. To this end, we present another de4nition of quantum
pushdown automata that are closely related to MO-QPDAs.
Denition 4. A quantum pushdown automaton (QPDA) is a 5-tuple M= 〈HQ ⊗H;
; |sinit〉; U; P(Haccept)〉 where HQ is a 4nite-dimensional Hilbert space with an orthonor-
mal basis vectors Q (control states) and H is an in4nite-dimensional Hilbert space
whose orthonormal basis vectors correspond to the 4nite words over a stack alpha-
bet ;  is an input alphabet; |sinit〉 is a unit initial vector that is a superposition of
4nite basis vectors in HQ ⊗H, i.e., |sinit〉 has a representation as: |sinit〉=
∑k
i=1 ci|pi〉⊗
|i〉 where pi ∈Q, i ∈∗, ci ∈C with
∑k
i=1 |ci|2 = 1; Haccept is a closed subspace
of HQ ⊗H spanned by the set {|q〉 ⊗ |〉 : q∈Qaccept ; ∈∗} for some Qaccept ⊆Q;
U :∪{}→U(HQ ⊗H) satis4es: for any ∈ and any (q1; 1); (q2; 2)∈Q×∗,
the transition amplitude 〈U ()(|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉); |q2〉 ⊗ |2〉〉, i.e., 〈2|〈q2|U ()|q1〉|1〉 can
be nonzero only if t1 = 2, 1 = t2 or 1 = 2 for some t ∈.
We de4ne the language accepted by the above QPDA M as a function: for any
w∈∗,
fM(w) = ‖P(Haccept)U (w)|sinit〉‖2:
Remark 4. If Haccept in De4nition 4 is de4ned as a closed subspace spanned by
{|q〉 ⊗ |〉 : q∈Qaccept} for some Qaccept ⊆Q, then M is an MO-QPDA by Moore
and Crutch4eld [12] as indicated as before, while it is well worth noting that Haccept
is equal to the subspace spanned by {|q〉 ⊗ |〉 : q∈Qaccept ; ∈∗} since ∗ is an
orthonormal basis of H.
Lemma 4 (see Moore and Crutch4eld [11, Lemma 13]). If a language is accepted by
an MO-QPDA, then it is also accepted by some QPDA.
However, the converse conclusion in Lemma 4 is not yet clear. Now we present
the main theorem that shows the equivalence between qQPDAs and QPDAs, from
which, together with Lemma 4 it follows that qQPDAs are at least as powerful as
MO-QPDAs.
Theorem 5. (1) For any qQPDA A= 〈Q;; ; ; S; Qf〉, there exists QPDA M such
that fA(w)=fM(w) for any w∈∗.
(2) For any QPDA M= 〈HQ ⊗H; ; sinit ; U; P(Haccept)〉, there exists qQPDA A
such that fA(w)=fM(w) for any w∈∗.
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Proof. (1) Suppose that S = {(pi; i; ci) :pi ∈Q; i ∈∗; ci ∈C; i=1; : : : ; k} with
∑k
i=1
|ci|2 = 1, then construct M= 〈HQ ⊗H; ; sinit ; U; P(Haccept)〉 where |sinit〉=
∑k
i=1
ci|pi〉 ⊗ |i〉; Haccept that is a closed subspace of HQ ⊗H, is spanned by {|q〉 ⊗
|〉 : q∈Qf; ∈∗}; and for any ∈, U () is de4ned as follows: for any (q; )∈
Q×∗,
U ()(|q〉 ⊗ |〉) = ∑
q′∈Q;′∈∗
(q; ; ; q′; ′)(|q′〉 ⊗ |′〉): (6)
Now we have to show that U () can be extended to be a unitary operator on HQ ⊗H.
First, it follows from (6) that for any q1; q2 ∈Q and any 1; 2 ∈∗,
〈U ()(|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉); U ()(|q2〉 ⊗ |2〉)〉
=
〈 ∑
q′1∈Q;′1∈∗
(q1; 1; ; q′1; 
′
1)(|q′1〉 ⊗ |′1〉);
∑
q′2∈Q;′2∈∗
(q2; 2; ; q′2; 
′
2)(|q′2〉 ⊗ |′2〉)
〉
=
∑
q∈Q;∈∗
(q1; 1; ; q; ) · (q2; 2; ; q; )∗
= 〈|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉; |q2〉 ⊗ |2〉〉 =
{
1 if (q1; 1) = (q2; 2);
0 otherwise:
So for
∑∞
i=1 ciAi with
∑∞
i=1 |ci|2¡∞, where Ai ∈{|q〉 ⊗ |〉 : q∈Q; ∈∗}, we may
de4ne U ()(
∑∞
i=1 ciAi)=
∑∞
i=1 ciU ()Ai and easily show that ‖U ()| 〉‖= ‖| 〉‖ for
any | 〉 ∈HQ ⊗H and any ∈. Next, let us de4ne operator U ()′ over HQ ⊗H
as
U ()′(|q〉 ⊗ |〉) = ∑
q′∈Q;′∈∗
(q′; ′; ; q; )∗|q′〉 ⊗ |′〉
for any (q; )∈Q×∗. Then it clearly follows from De4nition 3(III) that ‖U ()′(|q〉⊗
|〉)‖=1 for any (q; )∈Q×∗, and thus operator U ()′ can be extended to HQ ⊗H
as extending U () above. Now we have
U ()′U ()(|q〉 ⊗ |〉)
= U ()′
( ∑
q′∈Q;′∈∗
(q; ; ; q′; ′)(|q′〉 ⊗ |′〉)
)
=
∑
q′∈Q;′∈∗
(
(q; ; ; q′; ′)
( ∑
q′′∈Q;′′∈∗
(q′′; ′′; ; q′; ′)∗(|q′′〉 ⊗ |′′〉)
))
=
∑
q′′∈Q;′′∈∗
( ∑
q′∈Q;′∈∗
(q; ; ; q′; ′)(q′′; ′′; ; q′; ′)∗
)
(|q′′〉 ⊗ |′′〉)
= |q〉 ⊗ |〉
and similarly U ()U ()′(|q〉 ⊗ |〉)= |q〉 ⊗ |〉. So U ()′=U ()−1 and thus U () is
surjective. It follows from the basic properties of Hilbert spaces that operator U () is
unitary. The remainder of the proof is to show that fA(w)=fM(w) for any w∈∗.
Consider two cases.
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Case 1: w= . Recall Sf = {i : (pi; i; ci)∈ S; pi ∈Qf}, then
fA() =
∑
i∈Sf
|ci|2
and
fM() = ‖P(Haccept)|sinit〉‖2
=
∥∥∥∥∥ ∑q∈Qf;∈∗
〈
k∑
i=1
ci|pi〉 ⊗ |i〉; |q〉 ⊗ |〉
〉
|q〉 ⊗ |〉
∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∑
pi∈Qf
|ci|2 = fA():
Case 2: w= 1 · · · n ∈∗. For any q∈Q and ∈∗, we have
〈U (w)|sinit〉; |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉
=
〈
U (n) · · ·U (1)
k∑
i=1
ci|pi〉 ⊗ |i〉; |q〉 ⊗ |〉
〉
=
k∑
i=1
ci
〈
U (n) · · ·U (2)
( ∑
q1∈Q;1∈∗
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1)(|p1〉⊗|1〉)
)
; |q〉⊗|〉
〉
=
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
q1∈Q;1∈∗
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1)
〈
U (n) · · ·U (3)
×
( ∑
q2∈Q;2∈∗
(q1; 1; 2; q2; 2)(|q2〉 ⊗ |2〉)
)
; |q〉 ⊗ |〉
〉
=
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
q1∈Q;1∈∗
∑
q2∈Q;2∈∗
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1) · (q1; 1; 2; q2; 2)
×〈U (n) · · ·U (3)(|q2〉 ⊗ |2〉); |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉
=
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
qi∈Q;i∈∗ ;i=1;:::;n
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1)
×
n−1∏
j=1
(qj; j; j+1; qj+1; j+1)〈|qn〉 ⊗ |n〉; |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉
=
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
qi∈Q;i∈∗ ;i=1;:::;n−1
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1)
×
n−2∏
j=1
(qj; j; j+1; qj+1; j+1) · (qn−1; n−1; n; q; ):
So
fM(w) = ‖P(Haccept)U (w)|sinit〉‖2
=
∑
q∈Q;∈∗
|〈U (w)|sinit〉; |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉|2
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=
∑
q∈Q;∈∗
∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
i=1
ci
∑
qi∈Q;i∈∗ ;i=1;:::;n−1
(pi; i; 1; q1; 1)
×
n−2∏
j=1
(qj; j; j+1; qj+1; j+1) · (qn−1; n−1; n; q; )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
=fA(w):
By combining the above two cases, we complete the proof of (1).
(2) Let Haccept be a closed subspace spanned by {|q〉 ⊗ |〉 : q∈Qaccept ; ∈∗} and
let |sinit〉=
∑k
i=1 ci|pi〉⊗|i〉 with
∑k
i=1 |ci|2 = 1 for some pi ∈Q and i ∈∗. Then by
M we construct a qQPDA A= 〈Q;; ; ; S; Qaccept〉 where S = {(pi; i; ci) :pi; i; ci as
in |sinit〉},  is de4ned as: for any ∈ and any (p; ); (q; ′)∈Q×∗,
(p; ; ; q; ′) = 〈U ()(|p〉 ⊗ |〉); |q〉 ⊗ |′〉〉: (7)
Next, we show that  satis4es conditions (I)–(III) in De4nition 3. First, it directly
follows from (7) that condition (I) holds, since 〈U ()(|p〉 ⊗ |〉); |q〉 ⊗ |′〉〉 can be
nonzero if only = ′, t= ′ or = t′ for some t ∈. Second, for any ∈ and any
(qi; i)∈Q×∗, i=1; 2, we have∑
q∈Q;∈∗
(q1; 1; ; q; ) · (q2; 2; ; q; )∗
=
∑
q∈Q;∈∗
〈U ()(|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉); |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉(〈U ()(|q2〉 ⊗ |2〉); |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉)∗
=
〈 ∑
q∈Q;∈∗
〈U ()(|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉); |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉(|q〉 ⊗ |〉);
∑
q∈Q;∈∗
〈U ()(|q2〉 ⊗ |2〉); |q〉 ⊗ |〉〉(|q〉 ⊗ |〉)
〉
= 〈U ()(|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉); U ()(|q2〉 ⊗ |2〉)〉
= 〈|q1〉 ⊗ |1〉; |q2〉 ⊗ |2〉〉
= 〈|q1〉; |q2〉〉〈|1〉; |2〉〉 =
{
1 if (q1; 1) = (q2; 2);
0 otherwise:
So condition (II) also holds. Analogously, with the unitarity of U (), we can check that
condition (III) holds as well. To conclude the proof we 4nally show that
fA(w)=fM(w) for any w∈∗. Indeed, it is exactly similar to the proof of (1), so we
omit the details here and the proof is completed.
Remark 5. From the above proof it is seen that the transition operators derived from
qQPDAs which are described by Eq. (6) can be extended to be unitary.
Denition 5. A q quantum context-free language (qQCFL) is a language accepted by
some qQPDA. For any %∈ [0; 1), an %-q quantum context-free language (%-qQCFL)
is de4ned as the cutset {w :fA(w)¿%} denoted by L%(A) for some qQPDA A.
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Theorem 6. The class of languages accepted by QPDAs is equal to that accepted by
qQPDAs; the class of qQRLs is a proper subclass of the qQCFLs.
Proof. It is straightforward from Lemma 4 and Theorem 5, together with Theorem 21
of [11] which implies that the qQRLs are a proper subclass of those accepted by
MO-QPDAs and thus by QPDAs or qQCFLs.
Lemma 7. Let Ai = 〈Qi; ; ; i; Si; Q(i)f 〉 be qQPDAs, i=1; 2, where Q1 ∩Q2 = ∅.
Then for any a; b∈C with |a|2 + |b|2 = 1, there exists qQPDA A with input alphabet
 such that
fA(w) = |a|2fA1 (w) + |b|2fA2 (w): (8)
Proof. Assume that Si = {(p(i)j ; (i)j ; c(i)j ) : p(i)j ∈Qi; (i)j ∈∗; c(i)j ∈C; j=1; : : : ; ki} with∑ki
j=1 |c(i)j |2 = 1, i=1; 2: Let A= 〈Q1 ∪Q2; ; ; ; S; Q(1)f ∪Q(2)f 〉 where S = {(p(1)j ; (1)j ;
ac(1)j ) :p
(1)
j ∈Q1; (1)j ∈∗; c(1)j ∈C; j=1; : : : ; k1}∪ {(p(2)j ; (2)j ; ac(2)j ) :p(2)j ∈Q2; (2)j ∈∗;
c(2)j ∈C; j=1; : : : ; k2},  is de4ned as: for any (qi; i)∈ (Q1 ∪Q2)×∗ and any ∈,
i=1; 2,
(q1; 1; ; q2; 2) =


1(q1; 1; ; q2; 2) if q1; q2 ∈ Q1;
1(q1; 1; ; q2; 2) if q1; q2 ∈ Q2;
0 otherwise:
Now S satis4es
∑k
j=1 |ac(1)j |2 +
∑k
j=1 |bc(2)j |2 = a2 + b2 = 1 and it is easy to check that
 meets conditions (I)–(III) in De4nition 3. So A is a qQPDA. By utilizing the
de4nitions of fA, fA1 and fA2 , one has no diQculty in getting (8) and we omit the
details here.
The following theorem shows that the cut-point % of an %-qQCFL can be arbitrarily
raised or lowered.
Theorem 8. If L=L%(A) is an %-qQCFL for 06 %¡1, then L is also an %′-qQCFL
for every 0¡%′¡1.
Proof. With Lemma 7 this theorem can be demonstrated, and we omit the details.
4. Concluding remarks
In this note, we de4ned qQRGs, and particularly veri4ed the equivalence between
qQRGs and MO-QFAs de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld [11], and Broadsky and
Pippenger [4]. Also, we proposed qQPDAs and QPDAs that are at least as powerful
as those de4ned by Moore and Crutch4eld [11], and demonstrated the equivalence
between qQPDAs and QPDAs. As well, we presented that every cut-point qQCFL is
independent of the cut-point.
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To a certain extent, qQPDAs have more advantages than the others quantum push-
down automata [5,7,11], which are outlined as follows: (i) The languages accepted by
MO-QPDAs [11] are also accepted by some qQPDAs. (ii) The transition operators in
qQPDA are exactly unitary, but those on Gudder’s ones [7] are just isometric. (iii)
Compared with MM-QPDAs de4ned by Golovkins [5], the well-formedness conditions
are relatively relaxed. A question worthy of the further study is how to establish rea-
sonably quantum context-free grammars that generate the same class of languages as
that by qQPDAs.
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